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Life Happens to People
Twenty four days have gone by since my last post on DtRH. I have been very busy with a
number of projects; the major part of which was having to move from one location to another; a
move which on principal had to be made. I do not tolerate being told to not even respond by phone
or in writing or I would be immediately evicted from the place where I was living. Why would
such a total denial of one of the fundamental human rights have been thrown at me; in writing, no
less? I issued a concern, in writing, regarding the newly arrived Muslim maintenance man for the
building. I simply stated in my expression of concern that I no longer felt safe in my building and
to keep him away from me and my apartment. I prefaced my statement with, ‘having read the
Koran four times.’ The letter I received from the landlord told me I am a bigot. So, it has been an
onerous month since moving my stuff is a heavy affair due to the copious heavy boxes of books
and stacks of painted panels; abstracts, landscapes, fantasy images, that sort of thing; mostly 2 x
4 footers. And heavy computers, and so forth. Anyway, those of you who have moved a whole lot
of times in your life, know that by the time one gets to be 66, it is not as easily done as when one
was in their 20s, traveling the world and going to university.
So, now I am completely recuperated, I am back to this work. I have been actively writing
on Farcebook, (total ban days now, 410) and I have also been busy with a significant legal
challenge on behalf of a friend; since I have written a history and philosophy of law, which is
successfully used by people to deal with shysters and crooks in the legal business; judges and
prosecutors. Indeed, when one reads, A Handbook for the Righteous, or How to Beat the
Unrighteous at Their Own Game, you would never hire a lawyer, except for the sake of
convenience.
Since last I wrote in DtRH, a whole lot of things have been going on and there has been a
whole lot of chatter out there about what is happening, I did not think I needed to add my two bits
worth. However, things have gone too far, and now I have to get back to this work and add to the
conversation my ideas and observations, for not to do so would be remiss.

HOMELESS PEOPLE ARE DISAPPEARING IN TEXAS AND ELSEWHERE
Yesterday I received two very disturbing links from a dear friend of mine in California. The links
are: https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitical/esp_sociopol_FEMA09.htm
and:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tw73JttH7go
The former has been removed and the latter is still working at the time of this writing. I
strongly encourage you to watch the YouTube before it is also removed. THE US FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT IS BEGINNING THE CULLING! Allegations from first hand observers is indicating
that homeless people are beginning to disappear and that two FEMA prison barges are underway
to Port Arthur, Texas; where entire towns are being flooded and people are drowned out; the
bodies flushed into the sea. This is very serious S hitting the fan, would you not agree?

Like Rats Abandoning a Sinking Ship, Sweden’s Jews are Leaving,
Having Done Their Dirty Work Killing the Country That Took Them In
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I watched a disturbing documentary regarding present day conditions in Sweden, a
country where cultural Marxism has made many people into socialist drones who support insane
ideas such as believing that sub Saharan simian hybrids with Muslim Mind Virus are equal to the
descendants of Vikings. The creatures who mind controlled the majority of Swedes over the last
number of decades; Jews mostly, having done their nefarious work bringing diversity to such a
sweet, White Culture, are leaving in droves. Malmo is almost completely devoid of the creatures
now and the White People are suffering as a result; especially the girls, since they resemble the
coral hued, or red skinned virgins of the Islamic Paradise for Male only Pedophiles and Mass
Murderers. The malls of Malmo are almost completely empty now because the mall minions are
no longer going shopping for fear of an attack of some kind by an immigrant from Hell.

JEWS ARE TRYING TO EXTERMINATE THE WHITE RACE
YOU DO REALIZE THAT, DON’T YOU?
IF YOU DO NOT REALIZE THIS BY NOW, YOU HAVE NOT BEEN PAYING ATTENTION.

PROOF THE GERMAN PEOPLE HAVE BEEN MIND CONTROLLED AND
ARE NOW MOSTLY BRAIN DEAD.
The reelection of the Bride of Satan, Angela, the Jew, Merkel indicates that most people in
Germany who voted are mentally ill. That creature with a face only a blind mother could love, is
directly responsible, being the figure head for the Jewish Agenda to exterminate all White
Christian Cultures everywhere on the planet. Whenever I see photos of that antithesis of the
Great, Adolf Hitler, I want to reach through the screen and choke the bitch. Angela is far from
being the kind of angel most White Girls dream about. Angela Merkel is a fallen angel; a dark,
demonic, diabolical schemer and a member of an alien infestation which is destroying everything
we White People have built over the millennia. Indeed, without we White Christians bringing the
message of a Golden Rule and a Savior Who proclaimed: ‘Call no Man, Master, not even the
Messiah.’ -Matthew 23 v 8, this planet would be a 4th World Cess Pit. That admonition also means,
no debasing yourself on your knees! God, the Father, wants His Sons to stand up straight and
face the enemy head on. Archangel Michael; ‘He Who is Like Unto God, is depicted with a mighty
sword in his upraised hand. The Sons of God are not wimpy, spineless jelly fish. Well, it appears
that a whole lot of White German Christians, like so many Christians world wide, have been
rendered into sheep and are willingly going to the Jewish slaughterhouse. It is so very, very sad
because that is not what Jesus of Nazareth laid His precious life down for and so many millions of
indoctrinated cannon fodder and innocent ‘collateral damage’ over the centuries. It is high time
White Men grew their testicles back and start taking out the enemy with extreme prejudice.
Would you not agree? Be proactive. You do not have to wait for the Shepherd. Be your own
leader. Help lead others. Hold politicians to account and make them fear you. After all, are they
not your servants in a ‘free democracy’?
You can donate funds to help this mission at PayPal. gertjan@shaw.ca. Funds are in very
short supply here at Down the Rabbit Hole. You can hear me on Rense Radio and the Andrew
Carrington Hitchcock Show. Friday morning on EuroFolk Radio and the Barnes Review. ‘Almost
Live With Andy & Gertjan’. 8 A.M MST.
Andy’s two books, The Synagogue of Satan and In the Name of Yahweh have been banned
by his publisher, LULU. More proof that the Jews are scared to death because he has sold over
70,000 copies of the former and it has been translated in 5 languages. The Jews are so afraid of
we White Christians waking up to their Diabolical Parasitical Nature and their nefarious agenda,
so eloquently spelled out in the Communist Manifesto, The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion,
The Controversy of Zion, by Douglas Read, and the Georgia Guide Stones. Once a critical mass is
reached, and we are getting there, that being the reason so many truth seeker’s books have been
banned recently, the Jews will wish they had removed themselves to Saturn a long time ago.
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